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is about family.

T

his issue is about animal families:
the kinds that visit zoos and the kinds
that live inside zoos all year round.
Our editorial board decided to make
families the focus of this issue of Alive
because zoos in general, and the North
Carolina Zoo in particular, succeed by
catering to the needs of families.
When it comes to human families, zoos
find success by offering educational and
recreational opportunities that reach
across generations. The nearly universal
appeal of animals and the outdoors make
zoo experiences suitable for, and interesting to, nearly every member of a family.
For, while it is tempting to relegate
zoos to the domain of children, the truth
is that adults find zoos as, or even more,
appealing than children do. After all,
adults outpace children when it comes to
learning inside a zoo. Adults arrive with
more knowledge about wildlife, so adults
can ask bigger questions and set the
answers into richer networks than children can. Zoos plant seeds of wonder in
children’s minds, and bring these seeds to
full harvest in the minds of adults.
In addition, most adults savor their own
memories of zoo visits, either as children
or with children of their own. This overlap of past and current events gives texture to family gatherings at zoos and
encourages adults and children to weave
their memories, old and new, into family
tapestries of shared values and treasured
traditions. In the company of zoos, generations can look backward and forward

together to find common ground and
shared curiosities.
Zoos must attend to their non-human
families, too, both to keep their members
healthy and to ensure that their progeny
remain viable and sustainable. The science
that underlies this attention to zoo animal
families protects their genetic diversity
and engages scientists from across the
world in breeding programs that protect
the genetic heritage of rare, endangered
and even common species.
These cooperative endeavors advance
human understanding of the biology of
various animal species and broaden human
understanding of the psychological needs
of these species, as well. Each advance
helps zoo professionals become better
caretakers of their animal collections.
And, as these advances in animal husbandry improve the health and the well
being of zoo animals, these animals
become healthier, more active and more
interesting ambassadors for their species.
The more zoo managers attend to their
animal families, the more human families
have to watch, learn from and enjoy
whenever they visit a zoo.

The North Carolina Zoo is open every day of the year, except on Christmas
Day. Summer hours begin on April 1 and extend from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Winter hours begin November 1 and extend from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Standard
admission prices are $10 for adults, $8 for seniors and $6 for children. Zoo
Society members and registered North Carolina school groups are admitted free. The Zoo offers free parking, free tram and shuttle service, picnic
areas, visitor rest areas, food service and gift shops.
For information, call 1-800-488-0444.

Please recycle your ALIVE magazine. To locate the
closest magazine recycling area in your city, call “Solid
Waste Management” or “Recycling” under the City or
County listings of your phone book.

The Zoo is a program of the N.C. Department of Environment and Natural Resources. The North Carolina Zoological Society is the nonprofit organization that supports the North Carolina Zoological Park and its programs. Society offices are open Monday – Friday, 8 a.m. to
5 p.m. For information, please call 336-879-7250 or logon to the Society’s Web page at nczoo.com.
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ZO Families
A

nimals in zoos, like animals in the natural world,
follow their instincts to socialize. Each species
applies its own set of rules to find mates, form
families and arrange them into larger groups—or not.
Some species gather into crowds, while other species
sort their members into sets of one, two or just a few.
The variety is nearly endless.

The Spice of Family Life
Wild adult Polar Bears, for example, generally live
alone, while female elephants and lions of both sexes
congregate into groups. Gazelles form large groups,
too, but the rules for group behavior shift with the
changing seasons. The rut causes male gazelles to
shake off the anonymity normally afforded by their herd to
leap, stot* and pronk* inside a
common arena. Females flock
around these lek* dances and
use the performances to pick
their mates. Once the dancing—
and the mating—ends, bucks
and does melt back into the herd
where the does raise their young
without any help from the
fathers.
Gorillas have a different take
on family life. They form
tightly-knit, smaller units in
which a single male bonds with
several females. The family lives
together, as a well-ordered,
male-dominated troop.
Elephants structure their fami-
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lies yet another way. Adult
females coalesce into
permanent herds. A
matriarch leads the
group. Adult bulls usually live alone but intermittently visit passing
herds to court and mate
with receptive females.
Both Lions and Chimpanzees
live in groups that practice
polygamy. Naked Mole Rats,
on the other hand, take
monogamy to the extreme case of monogyny—in
which only one female in a group breeds. These are
eusocial* families, like ant colonies and the colonies
of social termites and bees. A single breeding female
produces every offspring. She overwhelms the other
females in her group with pheromones* that render
them sterile and prime them to act as surrogate

base on every eligible zoo animal.
The database tracks each individual’s
age, breeding record, ancestry, provenance and genetic history. Animal
managers crunch these numbers regularly to generate lists of potential
mates. These lists pair individual animals who are genetically compatible.
Managers then further refine these
lists by talking with each other and
with various animal keepers to learn
details about each prospective mate’s
personality and history. While the
animals do not get any say in the
mating profiles, zoo professionals and
biologists gather all the information
they can before deciding on which
animals to move and which animals
to mate. The formalized plans this
work generates are called “Species
Survival Plans” and “Population Management Plans.”
The goal of these plans is to keep a species’ captive
population viable over time.

*

mothers to her young.
Among a few species, many of them avian, families assume a more familiar form. In these arrangements, males meet females. Males and females bond.
The couples raise their young together.

Making Zoo Mates
In the wild, instincts and opportunities govern much
of an animal’s behavior. But, when these same animals live in zoos, human ingenuity has to supplant
nature to provide each animal with the foods, exercise, housing and opportunities it needs to live a
healthy and behaviorally interesting life.
In responsible zoos, breeding, too, comes under the
purview of zoo managers. They have to consider
each animal’s reproductive needs while also considering how every birth will affect the stability and the
health of that animal’s captive population.
Too much breeding will produce over-crowding.
Too few breedings will harm the population’s genetic
diversity. There are always concerns about inbreeding, too, and about giving each individual a chance to
pass its genes on to the next generation.
Modern zoo managers deal with all these questions
by operating a national, computerized dating service
—sort of a wild eHarmony®—that maintains a data-

Making Zoo Families
Once the matches are arranged, managers bring the
animals together and wait. Sometimes the matches
work. Sometimes they do not. While managers hope
for a “PerfectMatch.com” scenario, the complexities
of mating and family life make it impossible to predict which matches will take, which will fail and
which pairs will start out as unfriendly but will eventually work past their differences. Because zoos have
limited space, time and options for breeding, zoo
experts gather their best evidence, make their best
guesses, cross their fingers, and then meet again regularly to re-evaluate each situation.
Choosing some animals to breed has a flipside. It
means that some animals must be kept from breeding
during a given year. Managers oversee this nonbreeding by arranging contraception for individual
animals that do not make the breeding list.
The type of contraception varies with the species.
Birth control pills work well in female Gorillas and
Chimpanzees. Hormonal implants are a good choice
for female Baboons, and injections are available for
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lionesses and for male Meerkats. In some
species, though, abstinence works best. So
for Red-ruffed Lemurs and their ilk, males
and females are kept apart either all the
time or when the females are in season.

Cubs, Kits and Foals
in the Future
Several of the Zoo’s animals have made
the list of individuals that managers hope
to breed successfully in the near future.
The species that we have targeted for
breeding are: African Elephant, Southern
White Rhinoceros, Giraffe, Lion,
Hamadryas Baboon, Chimpanzee, Gorilla
and several antelopes.
Our close relationship with other zoos
has allowed us to add several healthy,
breeding-age individuals to our collection
over the past year. As these individuals
adjust to their new surroundings, we will
watch them for signs that they are getting
to know and bond with their new family
members. The animals may need some
time to warm up to each other and settle
down. With some of the larger species,
this get-to-

An ultrasound taken of a female Hamadryas Baboon during a training session
inside a mesh holding area. The sonogram shows the fetus, a distinct skull
and spine. The ultrasound was taken on day 100 of an 180-day gestation.

Photo Ryan DeVoe, NC Zoological Park (From ultrasound recording)

know-you period, and its following gestation period,
may take up to 2 years.

Prenatal Care
Once the introductions are over and family life
begins, we will monitor the new families closely;
checking especially for any signs of pregnancy, so
that we will be ready for the arrival of any offspring.
We will check by watching, of course, but we will
also monitor for chemical, hormonal and anatomical
changes—bringing in ultrasound equipment or fetal
heart monitors if needed. Keepers use rewards to
train their animals to accept this high-tech equipment, so that blood pressure cuffs, heart monitors,
ultrasound probes and other equipment can be used
without stressing the animals.
The equipment allows veterinarians, managers
and keepers to confirm a pregnancy and monitor
the live fetus. By tracking its development, we
can identify problems early, predict due dates and
be ready when the time comes. This tracking
mirrors the prenatal care and regular check-ups
that pregnant women schedule with their
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and hatchings from the breeding programs we
manage for birds, reptiles, amphibians, fish and
mammals. The largest percentage of these new
arrivals are birds. The Zoo hatched 94 chicks in
2009.
* Seeglossaryonpage15.

obstetricians. If possible, keepers will monitor
pregnant females weekly, checking their physical appearance, taking ultrasounds of their
abdomens, measuring the skull dimensions of
their fetuses, and checking fetal heart rates.

Bringing Families Together
On average, the North Carolina Zoo brings
about 125 individual animals into the Park each
year for exhibit and breeding purposes. During
a good year, we will see as many as 100 births

T

*
*
*
*

he families in zoological parks vary from location to
location. The goal is to have the families successfully
live together, live a long time, produce offspring, and
raise their offspring.
When this happens, zoos are successful and their
conservation efforts are successful. TERRY D. WEBB, CURATOR OF MAMMALS
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Member Get a Member

HEAD IN THE CLOUDS

Recruit a friend, a co-worker or a family member to join the Zoo’s Wild Family and earn a
chance to win a $1,000 shopping spree at the Zoo Society’s two gift shops.
Every time you recruit a new Zoo Society member, we will add your name to the drawing. The more members you bring in, the more chances you will have to win. The contest
lasts from March 1 through September 30.
To enter, copy the entry form below, and pass the copies along to anyone you think
would enjoy the Zoo and the benefits of a Zoo Society membership. Be sure to put your
name and address on the copies so that you will get credit every time one of your
recruits joins the Zoo Society.
Your recruits can join by mailing in the completed entry form, calling the Zoo Society,
336-879-7250, or by turning in their form at the Society membership booth at the Zoo.
Thank you for helping us spread the word about Zoo membership and for your continued support of the Zoo's animals and programs.

Select a Membership Level
 Individual:
 Individual Plus:
 Family:







$40 Membership for one person
$45 Member can bring a guest
$59 Membership for 2 adults in the same household and their
children under 18
Family Plus:
$69 Same as Family, and can bring one guest in free on each visit
Grandparent:
$59 Membership for 2 adults in the same household and their
grandchildren under 18
Grandparent Plus: $69 Same as Grandparent and can bring one guest in free on
each visit
Zookeeper:
$175 Same as Family (or Grandparent), a Society decorative
license plate and 2 guests per visit
Curator:
$300 Same as Zookeeper plus three guests per visit
Directors Guild: $1,500 Lifelong Family membership, 10 passes a year, decorative
license plate and invitations to annual life member socials

Joining Member Information
Name 1:______________________________________________________________
Name 2 (Family level or above): ______________________________________________
Address: _____________________________________________________________
City/State/Zip: _________________________________________________________

Leggy blonde with beautiful
eyes seeks other of same to
share lofty dreams of green
meadows and leafy heights.

Sshhhhhh...
don’t tell anybody...
our new Web
password is

# of Minor children OR grandchildren: ____
Phone #: ________________________ Email: _______________________________
Amount Due: $ ______________________
Make check payable to: NC Zoo Society
Or pay by credit card:  Visa

 MC

 Amex

 Discover

Card #: _________________________________________ Exp Date: ____________
CVN Code: _________ Signature:_________________________________________

Polar

Recruiting Member Information
Member Name: ________________________________________________________
Address: _____________________________________________________________
City/State/Zip: _________________________________________________________
Phone #: ________________________ Email: _______________________________
Member Identification Number (located on your membership card) _____________________
Please mail completed form to:
NC Zoo Society, 4403 Zoo Parkway, Asheboro, NC 27205.
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THANK YOU!

It will go into effect
June 15.

O

ver the years, you have
known, and loved seeing,
Wilhelm, Aquila, Masha
and the Zoo’s other Polar
Bears romp inside their
exhibit. How many times have you
watched them dive after balls, swim with
plastic cans, wallow on ice or pounce on
cornstalks, balls of frozen fish and other
toys and treats?
You have marveled at these antics
because, let’s face it, healthy, active Polar
Bears are fun to watch. And, whether
they are romping or resting, the N.C.
Zoo’s Polar Bears clearly enjoy the kind
of care that keeps them healthy, active
and interested in the world around them.
Clearly, too, you and visitors like you,
treasure seeing the bears when you visit.
The Zoo Society is working hard to
make sure that you will always be able to
see Polar Bears when you visit the Zoo.
You see, the Zoo’s remaining two Polar

Bears are both males, and even with the
best of care, they will not live forever.
So, while the Zoo continues to give
these bears the best care possible, staff
must also make plans to bring in other
Polar Bears sometime in the future. That
planning involves more than just looking
for bears. It means continuing to modify
the Zoo’s facilities to meet the everchanging professional standards foreign
countries require of zoos that want to
import and exhibit Polar Bears.
While everyone recognizes that the
Zoo’s existing Polar Bear exhibit is a
good one, that exhibit must be expanded
and renovated to meet Canada’s new
standards for Polar Bear care. During that
expansion, the Zoo also wants to make
some changes that will equip the facility
to accommodate the needs of pregnant
Polar Bears. Once those changes are in
place, the Zoo will be prepared to begin
breeding this endangered species.
The Zoo Society promised it would
raise $2 million to help the Zoo institute
these changes. We have already raised
$1.6 million. With just a little help from
you, and from our other friends who love
Polar Bears, we can complete this campaign in no time and the Zoo can get on
with the business of hosting a next generation of Polar Bears.
Please, mail in a donation today or go
online to make your gift (go to
http://www.nczoo.com and click on

Have you seen this bear?
The N.C. Zoo’s exemplary animal enrichment program enabled Valerie Abbott to
capture these remarkable photographs of Polar Bears frolicking in their exhibit.
This animal enrichment program, which receives substantial support from the
Society’s Animal Adoption program, provides keepers with the training and the
materials they need to devise experiences that add interest, exercise, excitement
and pleasure to the lives of the Zoo’s animals. The Zoo takes great pride in providing for the psychological, as well as, the physical needs of its animals. These
photos bear testament to how well this program works and to how much pleasure
it brings to the animals and their visitors at the N.C. Zoo.

“Project: Polar Bears). With your help,
the Zoo will complete the upgrades it has
planned and the improved exhibit will
ensure that there will always be active,
healthy Polar Bears at the N.C. Zoo.
P. S. Donorswhogive$1,000ormore
willbeinvitedtoaspecial,moonlight,behind-the-scenesvisittothe
PolarBearexhibit.
PHOTOS BY VALERIE ABBOTT
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FIELD

Polliwogs
W

e all know tadpoles. We sometimes call them
“polliwogs,” which literally means “the head that
wiggles”. Many of us remember filling a jar with
tadpoles every year just so that we could take it home and
marvel as the wogs turned into frogs.
Spring finds nearly every pond, swamp and freshwater
marsh awash in tadpoles. Some swim in groups. Some
swim alone but near other tadpoles of the same types. Their
habits vary with their species, and this variety is numerically
predictable.
Tadpoles come in the same number of types as frogs do.
Each frog species has a unique type of tadpole, just as
each variety of tadpole matures into a specific type of frog.
The time that this maturation takes varies with the
species, the quality of its food and the weather. In our
area, tadpoles take anywhere from one-and-ahalf months to two years to metamorphize
into their adult forms.
Telling one tadpole species from the rest
can be difficult, even for professional herpetologists (biologists who specialize in
amphibians and reptiles), but learning to
recognize a few basic tadpole shapes,
colors, growth rates and behaviors can
make the task a bit easier. This little article
will help our members become a little more
knowledgeable about tadpoles.

Tadpole Life
Tadpoles begin life as frogs’ eggs. Under favorable conditions, when the water is just the right temperature, an egg
can hatch into a tadpole within four days. Warm water helps
to speed up the growth of the larvae in the eggs, while cooler
water slows down their development. When they hatch, tadpoles are minute and flat. Tiny filaments branch from one
end of their bodies. A tail dangles from their other end.
At first, the little creatures can barely wiggle. They instinctively squirm to the water’s surface to find, and hide under,
foliage, dead leaves and other objects. At this age, tadpoles
are vulnerable to a wide variety of predators. Tadpoles find
safety by remaining quietly concealed until they develop
their full locomotive abilities. During the few days that they
remain hidden, young tadpoles grow rapidly. Yolk sacs inside
their abdomens fuel this growth.
While they grow, the tadpoles develop mouth parts, as
8 | ALIVE

well as muscular coordination. They quickly become ready
to venture from hiding, begin nibbling algae and dart back to
safety when necessary.
Tadpoles and frogs have very different mouths. A tadpole’s
mouth is shaped like a parrot’s beak and is filled with several
rows of hard, toothlike bumps. The hard surfaces enable
tadpoles to eat algae, microscopic animals and other debris.

A

s tadpoles mature, their bodies grow round and
plump and their tails become more defined and powerful. Their lidless eyes search the water for falling
food and for food that collects on the bottom of their pool.
Tadpoles, like frogs, can absorb oxygen through their skin.
In addition, very young tadpoles breathe with gills and adult
frogs breathe with lungs. Tadpoles draw water into their
mouths, pump it over their gills and expel it through
their spiracles, or breathing pores.
Depending on their species, tadpoles have either one or two
of these spiracles. The gills
absorb dissolved oxygen from the
water and distribute it to the
tadpole’s blood stream.
As tadpoles metamorphisize,
they absorb their gills and build working
lungs. As the gills disappear, tadpoles
breathe by rising to the water’s surface and pulling
air into their nostrils and down into their lungs. Valves automatically snap a tadpole’s nostrils shut whenever its head
drops below the surface.
Most tadpoles develop primitive lungs very early in
metamorphosis. At first, tadpoles use these lungs like air
ballasts, shuttling air around to affect buoyancy. As metamorphosis continues, the lungs lose their hydrostatic function and become breathing bellows.
Eventually, tadpoles sprout a pair of bud-like growths near
the bases of their tails. These buds eventually sprout into
hindlegs with hindfeet that end in five toes.
Next, the frog’s right front arm will begin to develop. By
this time, the tadpole will remain very close to the surface of
the water. Then, its left arm will begin to develop. When it is
in place, the tadpole will hop out on land and begin to act
like an adult frog, breathing the air freely.
By now, the tadpole’s mouth will have has lost its beak-like
shape and taken on the wide expanse that is characteristic

of adult frogs. During this time, the inside of the tadpole’s
mouth develops a tongue and tadpole’s lidless eyes will
acquire lids and nictitating membranes. The ear opening,
called a “tympanum,” will appear on the soon-to-be frog’s
head.
Next, our developing animal will take on adult coloration
and its skin glands will begin to function. Now, all that
stands between the tadpole and its adult form is a tail. Day

by day, the tail will shrink as it is absorbed by the animal’s
body. While its tail disappears, the froglet does not need to
eat. It gets all of its nutriments from the absorbed tissue of
the tail. When its tail is gone, the froglet becomes a frog.
This transition is both interesting and enriching to the
human spirit and mind—something that every child should
share with a parent or a friend.
JOHN D. GROVES, CURATOR OF AMPHIBIANS AND REPTILES

some typical tadpoles
American Toad*– Common in ponds, lakes, roadside
ditches, puddles and
slow-moving water.
Seen from April to June.
Metamorphosis takes
about 2 months. Usually
black, with small flecks
of gold. Maximum tadpole size is .67 to 1 inch.
Fowler’s Toad*– Common in the shallow edges of still and
moving water. Seen
from March to August.
Metamorphosis takes
about 2-3 months. The
belly is white, the tail is
short with a rounded
tip. Maximum tadpole
size is about 1 inch.
Spring Peeper•–
Common in calm water
with vegetation. Seen from
October to March.
Metamorphosis takes
about 3-4 months. Body
and tail are dark greenish
brown to almost transparent with dark stripes. The tail is rounded. Maximum tadpole
size is 1.2 inches.
Upland Chorus Frog*–
Found in shallow, densely
vegetated ditches, lakes
and ponds. Seen from
March to May. Metamorphosis takes 2-3 months.
A dark band of pigment
runs along the top of its
tail. The tail tip is acute. Maximum tadpole size is 1 inch.
PHOTOS COURTESY OF:

•

DIRK STEVENSON

*JOHN B. JENSEN

Gray Treefrog•–
Found in fishless
habitats. Seen in
spring and summer.
Metamorphosis takes
2 months. Variable in
color and pattern, from dark tan to gray to golden. The tail is
speckled, usually with reddish margins. The belly is cream,
the intestinal coil is visible. Maximum tadpole size is 1.25 to
1.75 inches.
Green Treefrog•–
Common in many
aquatic habitats. Found
in spring and summer.
Metamorphosis takes 3
months, depending on
temperatures. Brown to olive green with black spots on its
head and tail. Its belly is white. The tail is sharply pointed.
Maximum tadpole size is 1.6 inches.
Green Frog*–
Common in wetlands.
Seen from April to
August. Metamorphosis
requires 2 to 3 months.
Olive green to greenish
brown or gray and
speckled. The tail is pointed. Maximum tadpole size is 1.2 to
2.5 inches.
Bullfrog•– Common
in lakes, ponds and
sluggish water. Found
all year. In our area,
metamorphosis takes
about 2 years.
Variable in appearance. Usually olive green on its back and sides with a
creamy yellow belly. Tail tip is pointed. Maximum tadpole
size is 4 inches or more.
Summer 2010 | 9

ZOO happenings
Dates to hold in 2010
ZOO EVENTS are for everyone

SOCIETY EVENTS & PROGRAMS are for members

and, unless otherwise noted, are
free with the price of admission.
For additional information call
1.800.488.0444

and their guests. For more information click on Events at
nczoo.com. Call 888.244.3736 to register.

JUNE
12 Geo-Caching for Beginners
Join Online Learning Coordinator Mark MacAllister to learn
to navigate the world. This is a class for beginners; anyone
who wants to know more about geo-caching and using GPS
navigation systems. Class size is limited to 10. We have GPS
units to share. $5 for members, $7 for non-members.

NOW – DECEMBER 31
Every day Dora the Explorer at the Simex Theater. Fee: $3.

JUNE
5
Polar Paws & Claws

J U LY
16-18 Senior Veterinary Camp for Girls Only; Ages 15–
18 Real time and real practice learning the ins and outs of
zoo veterinary medicine with the Zoo’s chief veterinarian and
amazing veterinary staff. Hands on and minds on activities.
Fees include lodging, meals and camp experiences. Fee:
$539 for members, $579 for non-members.* Only a few
openings left.

12
Grizzly Walks & Talks
19
Black Bears & Bees
20
Father’s Day

30-August 1 Senior Veterinary Camp for Boys Only; Ages
15–18 A repeat of the July 15-18 camp, but for young men
only. Fees include lodging, meals and camp experiences.
Fee: $539 for members, $579 for non-members.*

26
Teddy Bear Fair

AUGUST

SEPTEMBER
11 Randolph Telephones Zoo To Do 2010 Fall
Exuberance Our most-popular, most-enchanting and most
fabulous annual fund-raiser. An evening under the stars at
the Zoo and for the Zoo. Tickets: $150/person.

7 & 8 ZooCool Find out how animals beat the heat.

SEPTEMBER
18 & 19 Great Apes

Details on all of these programs are available on the Web at www.nczoo.com/index_html. * Reservations are required. For Society
Member programs, call 336-879-7250 to make a reservation. We begin taking member reservations six weeks before an event.
**Applications accepted now. If more than 20 campers apply, a lottery will be held to fill slots. Email jparker@nczoo.com or call Jayne
Owen Parker at 336-879-7273 to discuss scholarships and reservation questions.

Something New
at the Zoo

Be sure to stop by the Forest Edge exhibit to
see the Zoo’s new female Gorillas, Jamani
and Acacia.
They came here at the direction of the
Species Survival Plan for Gorillas, which
hopes to see them breed and raise their
youngsters here.
10 | ALIVE

VALERIE ABBOTT

When Will the
Baby Elephants
Get Here?
I get asked that question a lot these days. Where do I begin?
s you may recall, in September 2007, we acquired
Nekhanda, a young cow, from the Valley Zoo in
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. In October, Tonga and
her female calf, Batir, along with Artie, a breeding bull,
arrived from Riddles Elephant Sanctuary in Arkansas. They,
together with our existing herd of one bull, C’sar, and two
cows, Little Diamond and Rafiki, have formed a new foundation for the Zoo’s elephant breeding program.
Building the trust that will bond these strangers into a
herd has taken skill and patience enough to fill a separate
Alive article. For now, let me tell you about the status of our
breeding efforts. We have decided to breed Tonga first. She
is our herd’s only proven mom, so she is our best model for
demonstrating the trials and the tribulations of pregnancy,
labor and the calf rearing. The other cows will learn from her
by witnessing a birth and watching Tonga manage her calf.
We are facilitating Tonga’s breeding by monitoring her
estrous cycle. We take weekly samples of her blood and test
their progestogen concentrations. The data we collect will
help us pinpoint a critical event, called the “first LH surge,”
when it occurs in her 14–to-16-week cycle.
LH, or luteinizing hormone, is the hormone that stimulates ovulation and prepares the uterus to accept and
implant a fertilized egg. Most mammals ovulate after a single LH surge. Elephants are different. It takes two surges of
LH to cause an elephant’s ovary to release an oocyte.
Science does not know why two surges are required, but
science has determined that a second surge follows 21 days
after the first one. And, this second one induces ovulation.
At the time of this writing, we expect that Tonga will be
ready to breed sometime in May.

But, because of Artie’s history, we
want keeper and curatorial staff present
during the courtship so that they can
intervene if he gets too rough.
We prefer to conduct all of our introductions in barns and off exhibit, where
keepers can exert strong control over a
situation. We do this with the elephants
by configuring the openings between
their stalls and paddocks to create a
circular series of openings that both
animals can pass through. Because
there are no deadends, one animal cannot trap another animal against its will.
We call this set up a “Round Robin.”

A

Courting Elephants
Breeding elephants sometimes cause a bit of a ruckus, and
the process can be a bit dangerous in close quarters. To
make the situation even more tricky, our breeding bull,
Artie, has a history of showing aggression toward females.
A certain amount of aggression is normal during elephant
breeding rituals, as the bull asserts himself over the female.

bigstockphoto.com

An added advantage of this arrangement is that keepers
can slide a door closed and separate two animals if necessary. But, by knowing precisely when Tonga will be ovulating and, therefore receptive and attractive to Artie, we can
maximize the chance that he will focus on breeding her and
minimize the chances of any unnecessary aggression.
Before she came to this Zoo, Rafiki, our herd’s current
matriarch, was impregnated by artificial insemination at the
Toledo Zoo. She brought that calf to term, but it died, either
during labor or immediately after, before keepers could get
to it and try to save it. Because we know she can bring a
calf to term, Rafiki will be the second female that we will
try to breed. Our preference would be to breed her as soon
as we have confirmed that Tonga is pregnant.
If all goes well, this will be the beginning of big things
for the North Carolina Zoo’s elephant herd, as well as for
elephants in the North American population. Stay tuned.
GUY LICHTY, CURATOR OF MAMMALS
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go out to the very generous donors who provided gifts of $1,000 or more to the Society December 1,
2009 through March 5.
Oliver W. Alphin
Mable Anderson & A. P.
Anderson, Jr.
Archdale Oil Company
John W. Becton & Nancy B.
Tannenbaum
Ranlet & Frank Bell
Betsy & Walter Bennett
Mr. & Mrs. E. S. Bessette,
Jr.
Mark & Carol Boles
Mr. & Mrs. J. M. Boozer
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Mr. Robert G. Braswell
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Dr. Jan Dye
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William H. and Muriel J. Fox
Endowment Fund
Mrs. Genie Frick
Russell & Geordana
Gantman
George Foundation
Mrs. Voit Gilmore
The Estate of David A.
Goodwin
The Goodyear Tire &
Rubber Co.
William H. & Vonna K.
Graves
The Growing Place at First
Baptist Church
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Molly Millis-Hedgecock
Mrs. Thetis J. Moore
Myra Neal Morrison
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John & Alicia Nunnally
Oliver Rubber Company
Dr. Raj Parikh & Ms. Lori
Spier
J Pearsall
Pepsi Bottling Ventures,
LLC
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Petty
PPD Development, LP
Mrs. Marion Powell
Pritchett
Alan, Nancy & Alice Proia
Elizabeth & Robert Pungello
Randolph Bank & Trust Co.
Randolph Medical
Associates
Randolph Telephone
Membership Corporation
Jim & Sally Rayburn

John & Joyce Reedy
RTI International
Russell Terry Investments,
LLC
John & Ginger Sall
SAS
The Estate of Anton
Schindler
Adah & Clay Shields
Talmadge and Ian
Silversides
Mr. Michael Sites
Mr. & Mrs. C. Hamilton
Sloan
John & Karen Springthorpe
StarPet, Inc.
State Employees Combined
Campaign
John H. E. Stelling &
Victoria Herring
Mary P. Stephenson
Jimmy & Gladyne Stout
Mr. & Mrs. Charles W.
Summers
Summit Credit Union
Syngenta Crop Protection,
Inc.
Tabernacle Elementary
School
Dr. Barbara Thode
Porter & Betty Thompson
Timken Foundation of
Canton
TM Engineering, Inc.
Trophy Shop Gifts &
Engraving
Leonard & Joyce B. Tufts
Uwharrie Capital Corp
Col. & Mrs. E. J. Vaughn
Veterinary Specialty
Hospital of the Carolinas
VF Corp.
Dr. & Mrs. Stephen
Wallenhaupt
Rolf & Teri Wallin
Wal-Mart Store #1132
Anne & Richard Webb
Lee & Rebekah Westover
Jonathan Wilfong & Wendy
Baker
The Estate of Nancy H.
Wilson
Robert & Jean Winfrey
Wren Foundation, Inc.

NC ZOO
FAMILY
FLASHBACK

Kwanza was the first—and so
far the only—Gorilla to be born at
the NC Zoo. Kwanza was born in
1989. After he became an adult,
he moved to Chicago in 1998,
where he became a father himself.
GorillaGridlockAnswers:
1. nest (C,3); 2. silverback (A,2);
3. play (B,4); 4. grooming (E,4); 5.
climb trees (E,2); 6. mom (D,5)

Thank Yous...

WILL YOU?
Include “The North Carolina
Zoological Society, Inc.” in
your will or other planned gift
to support your Zoo and its
programs—forever.
Join “The Lion’s Pride” by
contacting Russ Williams at
336.879.7252 or
rwilliams@nczoo.com.
Thank you.

Playing Wild
The KidZone: Where kids get moving and families have fun
discovering—or rediscovering—nature.

M

odern conveniences and
entertainment devices
have turned many of our children into
a generation of couch potatoes. They
sit while they watch computer screens
and video games and loiter as they listen to cell phones and iPods. Detached
and sedentary, they gain weight and
lose interest. Forty percent of North
Carolina’s middle-schoolers are obese.
As children grow more attached to
these devices and less interested in the
world around them, they acquire a state
of mind that author Richard Louv calls
“nature deficit disorder.” These children have virtual experiences, rather
than real ones and, consequently, never
run, climb, jump, walk, twirl or skip
through woodlands and meadows.
Without these physical experiences,
children fail to develop the stamina or
the cognitive networks that make them,
and the adults they grow into, at home
or in tune with nature.

KidZone Can Change That!
The Zoo’s KidZone has what it takes
to get kids moving. The exhibit has
rocks, rills and tree stumps that beg to
be climbed on, crawled under and
tipped upside-down. A grassy area and
a maze double-dare childen to run and
jump, and the Zoo’s educators make
the fun more fun by pointing out
nature’s secrets and getting the kids up
close and personal with some special
educational animals.
Our goal is to get kids active in a
natural setting that revs up their creativity and ripens their
capacity to care about
animals and nature.
Our play leaders help
kids see the possibilities for fun that lurk in

the out-of-doors. Our programs help
children enjoy the rewards that nature
dishes out for patience and for planning, and that helps children learn from
experiences that involve them with real
objects in the real world. By planning
programs that seem unplanned, our
educators help children absorb the benefits that come from being outside and
active: better self-control and self-esteem,
improved physical strength and stamina
and a brighter outlook on the world.
Our play leaders create these programs because they know that
helping children learn to have fun
in KidZone will give them something they can take home: a heightened skill for finding wonder outside,
in their own backyards, in their neighborhoods and, eventually, in the world.
We want the KidZone to become a
gateway that leads children to a rich,
rewarding and lifelong love of nature.

Why the Fun?
We offer these experiences because we
believe that children benefit from activity and action and that being in nature
helps them improve their understanding of science, cause-and-effect relationships, society and the world. The
more children play in nature, the more
they learn about it and the more they
care about its future. The more they
care, the more likely they will become
stewards of its components—air, water,
soil, plants and animals—and advocates
for their conservation.
We want kids to take KidZone personally. So personally, that they use its
lessons to build an enduring and intimate
relationship with the world around them.
We want KidZone kids to understand
their place, and relationship, to nature
so that they will grow into adults who

want to protect this relationship and
pass it on to their own children.
Children arrive at the Zoo bouncing
with excitement and churning with a
desire to see and learn new things.
What better place, or time, to help children learn about nature or animals?
KidZone makes these lessons even
better by giving children and adults a
comfortable, safe and inviting place to
begin exploring wildlife and the out-ofdoors.

T

hrough KidZone,
the Zoo hopes to begin the
process of teaching the next
generation of citizens about the connections between clean water and
healthy people, unspoiled lands and
thriving forests, productive farms and
strong timber, and bountiful wildlife
and a sustainable way of life.
We hope that the fun we plant at
KidZone will grow into future generations of adults who want to protect the
state’s natural resources, both to preserve their beauty and their economic
potential. We understand that this harvest will depend on making sure that
these children know about and care about
nature, the environment and wildlife.
RANDY FULK, PH.D., CURATOR OF EDUCATION

Conservation
Station
The North Carolina Zoological Society is excited to
announce the opening of the Conservation Station,
a special area next to the entrance of the Leopard
Spot Gift Shop at the Zoo’s Africa Plaza.
The Conservation Station will show visitors videos
of Zoo staff participating in conservation projects
around the world. The videos show what our hometown conservation heros are doing to help heros in
action in the wild.
One stretch of film features Chief Veterinarian Dr.
Mike Loomis as he tracks elephants in Cameroon.
Another section shows Curator of Conservation and
Research, Dr. Rich Bergl, tracking Cross River
Gorillas in Nigeria.
Visitors are also welcome to browse through the
Zoo’s Field Conservation and Research Programs
Annual Report to learn about the many ways the
Zoo and Society are working together to protect
endangered species and habitats and connect the
residents of North Carolina to the natural world.
Field Trip Earth, a Society conservation Web site
that shares these conservation projects and others
from field researchers around the world, is also featured at Conservation Station.
Visit The Conservation Station to learn about Zoo
projects that protect Cross River Gorillas, African
Elephants, Hellbenders and Red Wolves, Box
Turtles, Copperheads and Timber Rattlesnakes and
other North Carolina wildlife, and also trains teachers and helps develop medicinal plant gardens in
Africa. While you visit, take some time to learn what
you can do to help ensure that there will be a future
for wild Elephants, Gorillas, Polar Bears,
Hellbenders and more.

Saving wildlife
around the world
and in our own
backyard

RUSSling’s
Add Savings Bond Donations to your Will
Recently, a woman we will call “Mary,” remembered her three best friends and a favorite charity
in her will.
Mary left her Persian rug to the friend who most
admired it. She left $10,000 in U.S. Savings
Bonds to another friend and $10,000 in cash to
both a third friend and the charity.
But, the beneficiaries of Mary’s will did not
receive equal bequests. The friend who inherited
the saving bonds now owes taxes on the significant interest earned on those bonds. Mary’s other
friend received a much larger, untaxed bequest.
If Mary had bequeathed the savings bonds to a
charity and had given cash, and the rug, to her
friends, no one would owe any taxes.
RUSS WILLIAMS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Passing the Buck

$150,000—Twice
Both the Timken Foundation of Canton (Ohio) and
Talmadge and Ian Silversides of Lexington, N.C.,
have made $150,000, multi-year pledges to Project:
PolarBears.
These generous commitments bring the Society’s
capital campaign to within $400,000 of its $2 million
goal. (The State has allocated $2.7 million toward this
$4.7 million project, which will expand and improve
the Zoo’s existing Polar Bear exhibit complex.)
Mrs. Silversides, who joined the Zoo Society more
than 22 years ago, and her husband Ian also gave one
of the larger gifts made to the Society’s prior capital
campaign—Project:Pachyderms.
The Timken Foundation has been a major donor
before, as well. It made a gift of $35,000 to support
the creation of the Zoo’s temporary Australia exhibit
in 2003. And, in 1996, Timkin gave $25,000 to support the construction of the Zoo’s Avian Breeding
facility.
We are deeply grateful to these generous donors.
RUSS WILLIAMS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
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TRAVEL SAFARI

Travel to New Horizons in 2010
Colorado Family Dinosaur Adventure
with National Geographic
July 3–9

Adult - $3,195 (Land only)
Child - $2,650 (Land only)
A family-fantastic expedition to search for fossils and
explore past worlds with the help of a National Geographic
paleontologist. The trip includes horseback rides, rafting
down the Colorado River, and treks into Colorado’s magnificent red-rock country and Colorado National Monument.

America’s National Parks
October 1-16
$3,967 (Includes airfare)
A 16-day trip through some of America’s best-known and
best-loved national parks—Yellowstone, Grand Teton,
Arches, Monument Valley, Grand Canyon, Bryce Canyon and
Zion. Travelers ride in comfort on a top-of-the-line motor
coach. The price includes 15 nights lodging, 26 meals, 19
sightseeing tours and cultural connections, air and other
taxes. Airfare is included but could fluctuate until final payment is made.

A Luxury Trip in 2011

Journey to Ecuador & the Galapagos Islands
September 17–25
$3,595 (Land only)
Visit Quito and the Ecuadorian Highlands first, then board
the MV Santa Cruz to visit the island chain that inspired
Darwin’s theory of natural selection. Travelers can snorkel
with Fur Seals and penguins; see Sally Lightfoot Crabs, iguanas, Blue-footed Boobies, Magnificent Frigatebirds and
Waved Albatrosses; and add an optional extension to Sacha
Lodge in the heart of an Amazonian rainforest.

Join Zoo Director David
Jones and discover the
wonders of ancient Egypt.
On this trip, travelers will
explore Egypt’s ancient
and modern wonders—
temples and pyramids that
have stood for thousands
of years and the beautiful
mosques and bazaars of
old Cairo. The itinerary
includes a flight into
legendary Abu Simbel to
visit the 60-ft statues of
Pharaoh Ramses II. After
that, travelers will board a
small luxurious vessel to
sail down the Nile, stopping along the way to visit Asswan, Edfu and Luxor.
An extension to the Sinai, the Red Sea, Petra and other
parts of Jordan is also offered.

For more information, email sgee@nczoo.com or call 336-879-7253.

|ALL PRICES BASED ON DOUBLE-OCCUPANCY.

*A GLOSSARYof WEIRD WORDS (from feature story)
Eusocial – Living in a cooperative group in which, usually, one female and several males are reproductively active
and the nonbreeding individuals care for the young or protect and provide for the group.
Lek – An area where animals gather to exhibit courtship displays and behaviors.
Pheromones – A chemical that is released by an animal to send a message to other animals of the same species.
Sexual pheromones, for example, may signal when a female is receptive for breeding.
Pronk and Stot – Bounding with a stiff-legged gait.
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GROWING UP GORILLA
“Tumbling,” “climbing trees,” “running through
fields” or “playing follow-the-leader:” These
words might sound like they belong on a list
describing the ways that you and your friends
play together, but these same words can also
describe the ways that young Gorillas behave
when they spend time together. So what is it
like to “grow up Gorilla”?

ANEWBEGINNING…

Newborn Gorillas weigh about five pounds and
are covered in black hair. Despite their parents’
majestic size, Gorilla infants are tiny and fragile
and need a lot of care and protection from
their mothers.

ALLINTHEFAMILY…

Gorilla infants stick close to their moms. In
fact, a newborn never lets go of the fur
on its mom’s chest. The infant even
clings to her chest when she travels
with her family to forage for food.
When she walks, the mom keeps her
infant from falling by cradling it in one
arm and supporting herself on two
feet and one hand.
As the baby begins to grow up, it
will let go of its mother’s chest, crawl
onto her back and perch there whenever they travel. At nighttime, a
youngster snuggles down to sleep with
its mom inside a nest that she builds
out of leaves. Although baby Gorillas
do not have daily bath-times like
young humans do, Gorilla mothers
groom and clean their infants by
seaching through their fur and
pulling off bits of dirt and bugs.
16 | ALIVE

ONTHEMOVE…

Gorilla infants begin crawling when they are
about 2 months and have mastered walking by
5 or 6 months of age. When they first begin
walking, they still ride on their mothers’ backs
when their families move about in the forests.
By the time they are 18 months old, though,
young Gorillas spend more time following their
moms and less time riding on their backs.

APINGAROUND…

Playtime is an important part of a growing
Gorilla’s day. Playing is fun, and exercising
strengthens a growing Gorilla’s muscles and
helps it master the skills it will need to be a
successful adult.
The male leader of a Gorilla Family is
called a “Silverback.” Sometimes,
he plays with the youngsters
in his group.
MELINDA PRIOR, ZOO EDUCATOR

GORILLA gridlock
Solve the riddles below and find the picture to match the answer. Write down the coordinates for each answer.
D, 1
E.g., The way that gorillas move around. Answer: (Knuckle walking) ____
1. A place where young gorillas rest with their mother. ___________
2. The leader of the gorilla family. ___________
3. How young gorillas learn. ___________
4. How a mother cleans her baby instead of a bath. ___________
5. Something that is easier for young gorillas than adults because of their size. ___________
6. Where a baby gorilla spends most of its time in the early years. ___________
(See answers on page 12.)
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1
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B
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D

E
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CHANGE SERVICE REQUESTED

The Zoo Society urges you to do business with businesses that support your Zoo.
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Coming September 11
For more info or to buy tickets, call Karen Powell @ 336.879.7262
or email kpowell@nczoo.com.

